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What are search operators? 
Operators are connecting words and symbols which affect how your search terms are dealt with by 

JustCite.  Simple examples include cigarettes or tobacco  and children near 

safeguarding .  Operators fall into a number of distinct types, each with particular roles. 

Boolean Operators 

Boolean or logical operators include AND, NOT and OR.  They are used to specify a relationship 

between two or more search terms. 

� Use AND when both search terms must appear in the results.  Note that on JustCite, the 

AND operator is implied as between two search terms unless another operator is specified.  

For example, damages taxation  will return all entries which include both the word 

‘damages’ and the word ‘taxation’. 

� Use NOT when one search term must appear in the results but another must not. For 

example, newspaper not times  will return all entries which include the word 

‘newspaper’ except those that also include the word ‘times’. 

� Use OR when either one search term or another search term must appear in the results.  For 

example, children or minors  will return all entries which include the word ‘children’ 

and all entries which include the word ‘minors’. 

� When searching the Year field in the Advanced Search, use the date operators before and 

after to specify a cut-off date rather than a specific range.  For example, before 1932  will 

restrict your results to those dated before the year 1932. 

Phrase Searching 

As discussed above, when you enter two or more search terms into JustCite without operators, 

JustCite will infer an AND operator and return any entry that contains all of the terms entered, 

regardless of their proximity to one another. 

 

To restrict results to only those documents containing a particular phrase, you must enclose the 

phrase in double quotation marks.  For example, “duty of care”  will return only those entries 

which contain the words ‘duty’, ‘of’ and ‘care’ annexed together in that particular order, whereas 

duty of care  will simply return any entry that contains the word ‘duty’, the word ‘of’ and the 

word ‘care’ anywhere in the document. 

 

You can also use double quotation marks to have JustCite treat as a search term a word that would 

otherwise be treated as an operator.  For example, entering health and safety  will search for 

the word ‘health’ AND the word ‘safety’, whereas entering “health and safety”  will match 

only that exact phrase, including the word ‘and’. 

Proximity Operators 

Proximity operators are used to specify the maximum gap between two search terms in a result. 

� Use near to return results where two search terms are a maximum of 10 words apart.  For 

example, homicide near provocation . 
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� Use within x of to specify a set maximum number of words between the search terms.  For 

example, freezing within 3 of injunction .  You can also use w/x as a short-

form version. 

Wildcard Operators 

Wildcard operators are used to match fragments of words.  They are useful when you want your 

search results to encapsulate multiple forms of a word; for example, if you want results that include 

both ‘woman’ and ‘women’, or ‘insolvent’ and ‘insolvency’. 

� Use * (asterisk) at the end of a word fragment to return all words which begin with the 

letters specified.  For example, insolv*  will return ‘insolvent’ and ‘insolvency’. 

� Use ? (question mark) to substitute a single letter.  For example, wom?n will return both 

‘woman’ and ‘women’. 

� Use ~ (tilde) at the end of a word when you are unsure of the correct spelling.  This tends to 

work best with proper names; for example, sarah~  will also return ‘farah’ and ‘sharah’. 

NOTE:  On JustCite, if your search terms return no results the system will automatically re-run the search looking 

for near matches.  Therefore, when using JustCite it is only necessary to use the tilde when you want multiple 

variations of a search term within the same set of search results. 

Parentheses 

These are used to specify the order in which operators are worked out.  For example, searching for 

smugglers and alcohol or tobacco  would return: 

1. Documents containing the word ‘smugglers’ and the word ‘alcohol; AND 

2. Documents containing only the word ‘tobacco’. 

What we actually WANT is: 

1. Documents containing the word ‘smugglers’ and the word ‘alcohol’; AND 

2. Documents containing the word ‘smugglers’ and the word ‘tobacco’. 

To accomplish this, we use parentheses, as follows: 

smugglers and (alcohol or tobacco) 

In short, the parentheses tell JustCite that we want A together with either B or C. 

Combining Operators 
It is possible to combine all of these operators to produce some very specific searches.  Can you 

work out what the following searches will return? 

� ("domestic violence" or abuse) provocation 

� (mareva or freez*) near (order or injunct*) 

� (cut* near (spending or budget*)) "judicial review"  

 


